eco sectional sleeper and sofa

Left Sectional shown with taupe
frame and taupe stripe cushions
1720.0095

Eco Sectional Sleeper and Sofa
Our five-year search for a sectional that combines comfort, practical styling and
eco-friendliness ended with this all-green, allpurpose rare find. Our manufacturer uses
only certified sustainable wood frames and
water-based wood finishes, recycled
fiber filling in the pillows, and soy-based filling in the cushions, which are covered in
linen ticking with tufted buttons. Joints are
double-doweled, and every corner is blocked,
screwed and glued so that there are no creaks
or sags. The two cushions of our sectional (a
one-armed sofa plus chaise) are each the size
of a twin mattress—remove the back
pillows and sweet dreams are guaranteed.
Available in a single solid color or with seat
and back cushions in matching striped fabric.
A pair of bolsters, in the same fabric
as the frame, are included.
solid: taupe, natural, sand
striped combination: taupe or natural
Sectional (one-armed sofa & chaise)
sofa 79"Wx42"Dx32"H
Chaise 39"Wx79"Dx32"H

1720.0095
two-armed sofa
83"Wx42"Dx32"H 1720.0094

Frequently Asked Questions
Are the seat cushions attached?
No, they may be easily moved for cleaning.
Will the back cushions slide or shift?
The back cushions are loose, but they are
designed to fit closely together, so you will notice little movement.
Do the back and seat cushions
have zippers?
The back cushions have zippers and the
covers may be removed for cleaning (dry
cleaning only). The seat cushions do not have
zippers.
What is the durability of the fabric?
Fabric durability is measured as light,
medium or heavy duty. Each fabric is
labeled with its durability level. Our fabrics are not recommended for commercial
applications.
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Chaise as twin bed

How many buttons are there on the
seat cushions?
There are 28 buttons on the chaise section and 28 buttons on the one-armed sofa
section.
How large are the buttons?
Buttons are ¾" in diameter and are
covered in fabric.
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How long will it take to
get my new sofa?
Approximately 8 weeks.

Two-Armed Sofa with taupe frame
and taupe stripe cushions 1720.0094

schematics on reverse >

Eco Sectional Sofa and Sleeper
Two-Armed Sofa
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Your sofa or sleeper can come in the following colors and combinations:
~Solid Natural
~Natural with cushions in Natural Stripe
~Solid Taupe
~Taupe with cushions in Taupe Stripe
~Solid Sand
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rEtUrn policY:
We take great pride in this piece of custom
upholstered furniture, made in America
by a leading eco-friendly company. Please
note that we cannot accept returns on these
custom pieces except in instances of a manufacturer’s defect. Orders may only be
canceled within 24 hours of placement.
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